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• Do not be intimidated by the threat of legal action by strip club operators 
• Recognise the true nature of lap dancing 
• Cease licensing the industry 
• Introduce a zero policy for strip clubs and do not license any clubs under this as the only 

way to be compliant with Equality Law 
• Create exit plans to support performers out of the strip industry and into healthy, non-

exploitative work  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
The Reality of Strip Clubs 
Strip Clubs involve routine sexual contact - at a minimum. They create ‘no go’ zones in their vicinty 
and harm women’s equality and safety in wider society. None of this can be stopped, it has been 
shown time and time again that this industry cannot be controlled through CCTV, security guards 
or any other form of ‘rules and regulation’. 
 
 
Council’s Legal Obligations 
Council’s are legally bound by equality law to take measures to eliminate harasment, victimisation 
and discrimination of women – the very definition of the strip industry. Two successful court cases 
have now demonstrated how Council’s UK-wide are failing in this duty. 
 
Councils also have considerable power under strip club licensing  law to refuse club licenses, to 
refuse to renew licenses and to set a ‘zero policy’ on the industry (that no clubs are appriopriate).  
 
There has never been a successful legal challenge by a strip club operator against a Council for 
refusing to license it. 
 
The arguments  (and much of the research) used to legitimise the industry is not compliant with 
equality law and Councils are breaching equality law if these are used to support the industry. 
 
We show here how the only way Councils can uphold equality law (and their duty to act in the best 
interests of the community) is to stop licensing the strip trade. 
 
We urge all Councils to introduce an exit strategy for lap dancers – for practical and mental health 
reasons. This will be cost effective (helping women into tax-paying work and preventing future 
social costs to the Council). It is also a moral imperative, by licensing the strip trade Councils have 
put women in an unfit and unsafe environment. They need to take urgent steps to remedy this 
  

1. Recommendations to Councils 

2. Summary 
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A council cannot possibly act within any legal parameters when deciding its stance on strip 
clubs if it does not know what lap dancing really entails. 
 
Lap Dancing is supposed to involve no physical contact, However, at a miniumum a lap dance invoves a 
naked, young woman straddling a man’s lap. Sexual contact is the norm 1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It can almost be guaranteed that this is happening in every club in the country. At least 2 dozen press 
reports have exposed such contact 2 (and often a great deal more), supported by countless testimonies 
from women from the industry 3 and CCTV from clubs themselves 2, alongside two major studies into the 
industry 4,5. All attempts to stop even the most basic licensing requirement of ‘no touching’ or a ‘3 foot’ 
distance between dancers and punters have proven futile. This is happening even in clubs operating under 
Counclis with ‘Gold Standard’ 2,6 regulations because these are routinely broken and demonstrably 
uneforceable 7,8. 
 
 
Such contact is an automatic breach of strip club licensing and of a Council’s equality duties – amounting to 
little more than a form of (illegal) ‘brothel keeping’. And very often a great deal more is taking place – from 
full blown sex acts (either on premises or in nearby hotels) to pimping, trafficking, coercion, intimidation and 
assault of dancers (by customers and management alike), drugs, drug deailng and drink spiking 2,8 not to 
mention the total lack of empolyment rights of performers – who do not even have the guarantee of making 
any money on their shift 9. 
 
 
Strip clubs are a patently unfit and unsafe environment for the young wome in them, for women in their 
vicinity and in wider society. If any Council is granting a strip club licenses it has an absolute duty to 
understand the reality of the industry and what it is licensing and that all ‘controls’ are circumvented. Failure 
to do so puts Councils at risk of challenge for licensing an industry that systematically breaches its own 
licensing rules and for breach of equality law. Indeed two successful legal challenges on the grounds of 
breach of equality law have already been taken against one Council because of its pro-strip industry 
stanceError! Bookmark not defined.. All Councils should take heed. 
 
 

  

3. What is Lap Dancing ? 

  More about the reality of lap dancing http://notbuyingit.org.uk/strip-publications/ 
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SEV (sexual entertainment venue) legislation gives Councils considerable rights and 
powers to set limits, including of zero, on the number of clubs in its jurisdiction. However 
there is widespread failure by Councils to properly apply this legislation. 
 

Background 
In 2010 new legislation was introduced for the express purpose of giving local authorities control over strip 
clubs, which for some years had been categorised as ‘leisure venues’10. This had made it almost impossible 
for councils to control their number. 

Subsequently there had been an explosion in this branch of the sex industry with a stepwise increase in 
coercion and abuse within clubs, the creation of ‘no go zones’ in their vicinity and a highly detrimental effect 
on wider social attitudes towards women. 

 

The Legislation 
New legislation allowed strip clubs to be regulated like other sex establishments under Schedule 3 of the 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982 11 or LGMPA.  Home office guidance12 was issued 
to provide clear and detailed explanatory notes on this. This guidance explicitly confirms that Local 
Authorities:  
 

 
This guidance was revisited and reiterated in 2017 13.  

 
Despite this, numerous councils are failing to abide by the intent of the legislation often, it appears, through 
fear of legal challenge by strip club operators. We go through the legal case and precedence that clearly 
demonstrate councils’ absolute right to limit the number of strip clubs, set a cap of zero and to refuse to 
license or relicense clubs.  
  

4. SEV Legislation – Councils’ Rights, Councils’ Failures 

 
• Have the right to set a limit on the number of strip clubs  
• That this number can be zero 
• That the granting or renewal of licensing is not automatic 

 
Indeed so-called ‘Grandfather rights’, to allow existing clubs to continue operating when the new 
licensing regime was brought into effect, were specifically disallowed by the legislation. 
 
In additions, Local Authorities: 
 

• Have the right to decide what is appropriate to the locality 
• Have wide berth to decide what constitutes the locality 
• Do not have to specify what is meant by locality 
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5  Equality Law – Councils’ Legal Obligations 
 
 

 
 
Not only are Councils failing to properly apply SEV legislation, but two recent court cases have now 
exposed Councils are likely to be breaching equality law in policies or licensing decisions that 
favour strip clubs. 
 
 
The PSED 
Local Authorities are legally requied to apply the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) 14. 
 

 
 

 In addition, the Equality & Human Rights Commission’s technical guidance on how a public body should 
comply with the duty in respect of its policies and decision-making states Public Bodies must 15:  

 
 
This is reiterated as 14:  

 
Clearer the highly sexual nature of a strip club means the regard to the equality duty is particularly high. 
 
 
Two successful court cases have now reinforced that Local Authorities have a fundamental and non-
delegable role to give due regard to the Public Sector Equality Duty to tackle gender inequality.  This is 
regardless of the fact that Parliament has legislated to allow SEVs. As leading licensing expert, Philip 
Kolvin, observes 16: 
 
 
 
 
 
  

	

The	PSED	states	that:	
	

A	public	authority	must,	in	the	exercise	of	its	functions,	have	due	regard	to	the	need	to	-	
	

(a)	eliminate	discrimination,	harassment,	victimisation	 of	women	and	other	protected	groups	and	
any	other	conduct	that	is	prohibited	by	or	under	this	Act	

	

(b)	advance	equality	of	opportunity	between	persons	who	share	a	relevant	protected	characteristic	and	
persons	who	do	not	share	it	
	

(c)	 foster	good	 relations	 between	persons	who	share	a	 relevant	protected	characteristic	and	persons	
who	do	not	share	it.	

	the	greater	the	relevance	and	potential	impact,	the	higher	the	regard	required	by	the	duty	

‘The	role	of	gender	equality	is	not	well	understood,	and	it	is	far	less	well	carried	through,	in	licensing	
processes.		However,	gender	equality	may	well	influence	decision	making	under	LGMPA’			

	Take	a	proportionate	approach	to	assessing	impact	on	equality.	This	means	taking	an	approach	that	is	
suitable	to	the	size,	resources	and	functions	of	your	organisation,	and	to	the	relevance	of	the	decision	
or	policy	to	equality	and	good	relations.	
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Councils are legally bound by the PSED to seek to eliminate harassment, discrimination and 
victimisation whether in strip clubs, in their vicinity or in wider society. Yet lap dancing is 
synonymous with harassment, discrimination and victimisation. In addition all attempts to prevent 
this (whether through ‘terms and conditions’, CCTV or security guards) are futile. 

There is overwhelming evidence that within strip clubs, sexual harassment, discrimination and victimisation 
of performers are part and parcel of the job. Indeed this is, in effect, the de facto ‘business model’ of the 
industry: 

 

Employment Discrimination 

Work practice discrimination starts with the fact that lap dancers - unlike all other clubs workers, such as 
bar staff or bouncers (who are overwhelmingly male) - are dubbed ‘self employed’. This has been used by 
the industry to give lap dancers no employment rights – not even a guarantee of a wage. This puts 
performers at severe work place disadvantage compared to other (mostly male) workers and is potentially 
illegal 50. 

This tenuous financial situation is amplified by the fact that performers also have to pay to work in clubs, 
must buy expensive ‘house clothes’ and must pay a portion of takings back to the club. In addition, clubs 
dictate that lap dancers work at the pole at regular intervals (where they make no money), that they must 
work unprofitable as well as more profitable nights and typically fine them frequently and on the flimsiest of 
excuses (chewing gum, not smiling enough). These fines have been reported as being up to £300.  

Financial exploitation is yet further exacerbated by the fact that most clubs will ensure that there are far too 
many performers compared to the number of customers. The only way a lap dancer makes any money is 
by customers buying a private dance from them. This means there is intense competition, making it very 
hard for lap dancers to even make money some nights. Indeed the largest study of the industry conducted 
in the UK shows that 70% of lap dancers have left a shift having made no money at all 4.  

It is only lap dancers that are treated in this manner. All other staff – bouncers, bar staff, management, 
admin - have full employment rights and guaranteed earnings. Such staff are overwhelmingly male. All lap 
dancers are female. The double standards are even more breathtaking when it is recognised that male 
strippers are paid to work, unlike female performers – who have to pay to work. 

 

Sexual Harassment & Worse in Clubs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 6.  How Strip Clubs Breach Equality Law 
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Sexual harassment, assault and ‘rule breaking’ is rife within clubs: sexual contact, intimate touching, sex 
acts, prostitution, trafficking, underage performers, drugs, drug dealing, drink spiking, serving alcohol to 
intoxicated customers 2.  

This is driven by the set up of clubs themselves. Uncertain and often low earnings 9 coerce women to 
provide sexual contact or more, which is ultimately far more profitable for club management than any ‘3 
foot’ lap dance (customers paying out considerable sums for ‘one-to-one’ time and are likely to return again 
and again). The culture that clubs carefully creates to drunken, sexually aroused customers is that sex is on 
sale – which further encourages coercion for sex acts. Serving alcohol to intoxicated men encourages 
lavish spending, as does drink spiking and drugs. All of which, again, also put performers more at risk of 
harassment and assault. All of this is underpinned by a pattern of ‘turning a blind eye’ and often out right 
threats and intimidation of dancers by management 8. 

This is corroborated by countless testimonies from lap dancers and two major studies of the industry in the 
UK exposing how verbal and physical abuse of women in the industry is commonplace 17. Dozens of recent 
incidences of ‘rule breaking’ including harassment, assaults and acts of prostitution, have been reported in 
the press – many so serious that they have led to club closures 2. Many of these serious breaches are in 
Council’s deemed ‘Gold Standard’ by researchers in the strip industry. This underlines that rule breaching is 
inevitable and intrinsic to the industry no matter what ‘extra licensing conditions’ are stipulated by Council 7. 
In the drive to maximise profit, club operators will always circumvent them  

 

Illegal Breach of the PSED Outside of Clubs 

 

 

 

Strip clubs are not just ‘non PSED-compliant’ within them but in their vicinity where women are, or feel, 
harassed and intimidated. Clubs create ‘no go’ zones - areas women have to actively avoid. This happens 
whether or not the club is open or has visible signage. It is the very presence of the club that means women 
feel threatened. This has been exposed through countless testimonies and research 18. Legal experts 
recognise that strip clubs breach women’s human right to free movement. All this clearly means a non-
PSED compliant environment (where harassment, intimidation and discrimination – or the fear of it - is rife). 

 Research  shows 19 

 

And 19: 

 

Strip clubs’ creation of ‘no go’ zones was formally recognised over half a decade ago by the Royal Town 
Planning Institute and is cited here by a leading legal expert on strip club licensing, Philip Kolvin, QC 20: 

 “ Evidence shows that in certain locations, lap-dancing and exotic dancing clubs make women feel 
threatened or uncomfortable”  

women describe feeling frightened, disempowered, violated, embarrassed, unsafe (particularly if men 
are around) and avoid certain streets at night where they know there is a lap dancing club.’  

Women’s avoidance tactics include crossing the street so as not to walk past a SEV [strip club], 
avoiding certain streets altogether, and no longer using bus stops that are situated near lap dancing 
clubs, as their vicinity makes them feel vulnerable and unsafe 

There is an air of menace. The men come out of these clubs, and shout thinks like: ’Why 
should I pay some slapper in there when I could have sex with you?’  A lot of women 
take the long way home now. Because the centre of town is a no-go zone..  
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It is the mere presence of clubs that means women have to avoid certain areas, regardless of whether the 
club is open:   

 

If a woman is fearful to use an area (whether or not that fear is justified), their freedom of movement has 
been restricted. They have been discriminated against and this is unlawful under equality law. 

As licensing expert, Kolvin, states 20: 

 

 

‘Regulation’ is Ineffective  

Just as trying to regulate the interior of clubs is hopelessly ineffective so are attempts to control the area 
outside of clubs.   

Thus a Council will still be in legal breach of the PSED even if it introduces such measures. 

The infringement of women’s free movement cannot be circumvented with CCTV or security guards. As the 
owner of Sheffield Spearmint Rhino exposed himself, the club’s own CCTV reveals the street it is on is a 
deserted, ‘no go zone’ (despite the club being next door to busy student accommodation). At the same 
time, countless witnesses have testified that clubs’ own security guards do nothing to stem the harassment 
directed against them by drunken, sexually aroused men outside the club. Indeed security guards are 
themselves are often the harassers 18. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

women also reported avoiding certain streets and feeling frightened in the day time, when the clubs 
are closed. It is the existence of the clubs that causes women to feel alienated in public space at 
all times, and fearful of the threat of violence posed by the sexual objectification of women. 

 “If a woman, whether objectively justified or not, fears to use part of the town centre characterised 
by sex establishments, this may be argued to amount to discrimination, in that her access to the 
public infrastructure of the town is impaired in comparison to that of men.  Where relevant these 
considerations ought properly to be taken into account by authorities at the decision-making 
stage, and possibly at the policy-making stage”  

I have given up my studio .. one of the contributing factors was Spearmint Rhino opposite .. 
Leaving the studio in the evening means running the gauntlet of men outside the club harassing 
women who are passing the club. This includes the bouncers from the club  

	
It creates an atmosphere like the whole town is one big drunken stag party from early 
evening onwards. It is not a welcoming place as a woman unless you’re comfortable with a 
lot of harassment 
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There have now been two successful legal proceedings against a Local Authority for failing to 
properly apply the PSED in its strip club decisions. In both cases, Judges reiterated the need not to 
dismiss objections as ‘moralistic’. It was also highlighted that the PSED applies not just to women 
in clubs but to those in its vicinity and in wider society 21.  
 
These cases give strong ground for Councils to set a Zero Policy for strip clubs, to refuse new SEV 
applications and a pressing need to look at re-licensing applications with ‘fresh eyes’. 
 
 
Indeed in the words of Human Rights expert Louise Whitfield of Deighton Pierce, Glynn 22: 

 

 
Councils - Take Heed 
 

These are the key arguments put forward by Sheffield City Council (with rebuttals alongside them). 
Although many of these arguments might sound ludicrous, they have been put forward countless times by 
Councils (and to Councils by strip club operators) across the UK: 

 

It is controversial to say strip clubs objectify women.  
This is self-evidently what strip clubs do, as recognised by a large body of research, international policy 
and basic common sense. 

 
We do not have to consider the effect on wider society.  
The PSED requires Councils to consider the effect on women in clubs, in their vicinity and in wider society. 
This point was specifically picked up on by the Judge in the second Court Case Error! Bookmark not defined.. 

 
Evidence of harm is ‘minutiae’ 
Dismissing evidence of harm is a dereliction of Council duty and a clear breach of its PSED. The Council 
relied heavily, and solely, on demonstrably biased ‘pro strip industry’ research, which dismisses all 
concerns and even evidence of harm as ‘moralistic ideology’. Such research is non-PSED compliant as is 
the use of it without extreme caution. 
 
The Law says we can license clubs so not to is illegal 
This is a clear mis-interpretation of both SEV and PSED legislation as reiterated at several points in this 
document  
 
Strip clubs will ‘go underground’, so licensing them is actually pro-equalities 
Please see ‘Fake Equality Concerns’ later on 

 
Women go to strip clubs too 
This is irrelevant. It is the impact on the protected group, women, of the non-protected group, men, visiting 
strip clubs that is of significance here. 

  

	

It	is	now	clear	that	a	local	authority	..	must	look	long	and	hard	at	the	adverse	impact	on	gender	equality	
of	letting	such	an	enterprise	exist	at	all	..	Otherwise	it	will	be	acting	unlawfully	and	will	be	subject	to	
legal	challenge.	

Full Analyses of the Court Cases: www.notbuyingit.org.uk/SheffieldShame  

 

7. Equality Law – Councils in the Docks 
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The PSED provides strong grounds to set a ‘Zero’ Policy for SEVs, to refuse new club 
licenses and a pressing need to look at licensing re-applications with ‘fresh eyes’ and 
refuse them. 
 
 

Pressing Need to Relook at Licensing Policies and Decisions 
 
Under SEV licensing Councils are under no obligation to relicense clubs and are entitled to look with ‘fresh 
eyes’ at any licensing renewal. In fact it is important that relicensing is not a ‘rubber stamping’ exercise. The 
need to look ‘with fresh eyes’ is now pressing under the PSED, after the Sheffield legal challenges 15: 
 

 

This would include existing policies or practices which have never been subject to ‘due regard’ 
consideration. Since a great many Councils have clearly not considered the PSED appropriately, 
this guidance is particularly pertinent.  

 

‘Illegal’ Policies based on Pre-Existing Clubs 

A number of Councils have drawn up SEV polices based around their current SEVs. Others have drawn up 
‘zero’ policies that state no clubs are appropriate and yet have still allowed all pre-existing SEVs to continue 
operating. These are strip clubs that were in operation when they were licensed as leisure venues. This 
includes the London boroughs of Camden, Tower Hamlets, Islington and Hackney, amongst others. Whilst 
yet others, like Leeds, state that no clubs are appropriate anywhere in the borough on equality grounds and 
yet then state in the very same policy (and with no explanation) that 4 clubs are appropriate in the city 
centre 7. 

All Councils that allowed pre-existing clubs to remain in operation (even those that have not created a zero 
policy) are in breach of SEV legislation as no ‘Grandfather Rights’ were allowed under this. 

All Councils that have determined zero clubs are appropriate are also in breach of the PSED if they then 
allowed clubs to remain open. It could also be argued that they are in breach of the PSED if they then went 
on to license clubs. After all, if a council has determined that no strip clubs are appropriate - based on 
equality considerations - how can it then license clubs and not breach these equality considerations?  

 

  

	

8.	 Breach	of	Equality	Law:	Licensing,	Re-Licensing	&	Strip	Club	Policy		

 

The Technical Guidance to the PSED states that the duty requires relevant bodies to tackle the 
consequences of past decisions which failed to give due regard to the equality aims.  
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Under both SEV and PSED legislation, Councils have the absolute right to refuse to license 
based on locality and gender considerations. If done appropriately, there is no basis for 
challenge.  
 
 

SEV Legislation  
The right to refuse strip club licenses is stated categorically in the legislation and accompanying notes 10,12. 
It has been confirmed again in a more recent Parliamentary briefing 13 : 
 

 
 

SEV Case Law  
The right not to relicense has also been confirmed numerous times by legal counsel and case law. In 
addition there are no known instances of a successful legal challenge by an SEV operator of a council 
when denied a license. 
 

As Philip Kolvin, QC, stated when acting on behalf of residents objecting to the “Platinum Lounge” strip club 
in Chester, 2015 (the license was refused by the council) 23: 

 

  

  

	

“The	 ..	 legislation	 ..	 is	designed	 to	give	authorities	much	greater	control	over	what	goes	where	 taking	
into	account	community	concerns.”		

The grounds for refusing a license .. confer a wide discretion and will not easily be shown to be 
unreasonable 

9 The Right to Refuse New Strip Club Licenses 
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Under SEV Legislation, Councils always had the absolute right to refuse to re-license existing 
clubs, even with no ‘change of circumstances’. If done reasonably, there is no legal ground for 
challenge. Indeed ‘rubber stamping’ renewals run counter to SEV legislation. 

Given the legal precedent set in Sheffield, the need to look at re-licensing applications with ‘fresh 
eyes’ on equality grounds is now paramount. 

 

SEV Legislation 
 
Home Office guidance clearly states local authorities have the right to refuse renewal of a strip club license: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEV Case Law 
 
Case law also confirms this right. A review of recent judgements for the Local Government Lawyer website 
by Philip Kolvin, QC, and two other eminent barristers concludes 24:  
 

 
 
This is confirmed by Mr Justice Turner 25 :  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

	
	

‘In	two	recent	decisions	the	courts	have	affirmed	the	wide	powers	enjoyed	by	licensing	authorities	to	
refuse	renewals	of	licences	for	lap	dancing	clubs’	

 

3.28  A licence may be refused where:  

 (d) that the grant or renewal of the licence would be inappropriate, having regard—  

(i)  to the character of the relevant locality; or  

(ii)  to the use to which any premises in the vicinity are put; or  

(iii)  to the layout, character or condition of the premises, vehicle, vessel or stall in respect of which 
the application is made.  

	

‘It	 is,	 in	 my	 judgment,	 an	 inescapable	 fact	 that	 the	 Act	 of	 1982	 expressly	 contemplates	 the	
possibility	that	the	circumstances	in	which	a	licence	had	been	granted	or	renewed	might	change;	
hence	 the	provisions	of	paragraph	12	of	the	3rd	Schedule,	which	apply	not	 just	 in	respect	of	the	
grant	 but,	 more	 importantly,	 also	 on	 the	 renewal	 of	 a	 licence.	 Thus	 the	 proposition	 that	 an	
existing	licence	holder	can	expect	that	he	will	be	granted	a	licence	in	perpetuity	for	any	given	set	
of	premises	is	plainly	wrong’.	
	

10. The Right Not to Renew Strip Club Licenses 
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Furthermore, license renewal applications may be refused even when there has been no change to either 
the licensee or the surrounding area 26: 

 

Sex Establishment Case Law  
 

 
 
 

Prior Case Law 
 
These cases merely build upon the precedent already set on the relicensing of sex establishments set out 
under the LGMPA (into which SEV licensing is now incorporated).  
 
As licensing expert Philip Kolvin has pointed out 30: 

 
 
He also highlights the fact that there is no distinction in the process of applying for a new licensing or for 
renewing a license. Thus an applicant for a renewal should be treated in the same way as an application for 
a new license. The fact that a premises currently holds a license, although a relevant factor, is not a 
determining factor. 
 
This is supported by rulings in The Court of Appeal during a number of linked appeals following refusals to 
renew license where there had been no change in circumstances. In this the judge ruled that although due 
consideration must be given to the fact that a license already existed, it would actually be counter the 
wishes of Parliament for this to then be used to argue for the continuance of the license 27: 
 

 
The Judge went on to state that although the existence of a license must be given due consideration, as 
long as refusal is based on what is appropriate to the locality and the reasons given for refusal are rational, 
then the Court cannot intervene 27Error! Bookmark not defined.: 
 
  

licensing	 authorities	 are	 entitled	 to	 ‘have	 a	 fresh	 look’	 at	 an	 application	 for	 renewal	 of	 an	 SEV	
licence,	and	may	refuse	to	renew	even	when	there	is	no	material	change	in	circumstance.’	

the fact that the premises currently holds a licence, although a relevant factor, is not a determining 
factor in its renewal. The renewal can be refused even where there have been no changes in the 
character of the ‘relevant locality’ or the use of the premises in the vicinity. 

Where	Parliament,	having	expressly	limited	the	grounds	on	which	a	licence	may	be	refused,	has	drawn	
no	distinction	between	grant	and	renewal	for	the	licence	and	provided	that	a	licence	shall	not	last	for	
more	than	a	year,	then	it	seems	to	me	that	to	accede	to	the	submission	of	counsel	 for	the	appellants	
would	 be	 to	 introduce	 a	 fetter	 on	 the	 discretion	 of	 the	 local	 authority	 in	 cases	 of	 renewal,	 which	
Parliament	has	not	done	

I	 have	come	 to	 the	conclusion	 that	 the	 licensing	authority	were	entitled	 to	have	a	 fresh	 look	at	 the	
matter	..	In	a	case	where	there	has	been	no	change	of	circumstances,	if	the	licensing	authority	refused	
to	renew	on	the	ground	that	it	would	be	inappropriate	having	regard	to	the	character	of	the	relevant	
locality,	 it	must	give	its	reasons	for	refusal	..	 If	 the	reasons	given	are	rational,	that	 is	to	say	properly	
relevant	to	the	ground	for	refusal,	then	the	court	cannot	interfere	
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Local Councils have the legal right to determine the number of clubs appropriate for 
their area, including the right to set a limit of zero. If done appropriately, there is no 
legal ground for challenge. 

In Summary  
 
 
 
 
 

The intent of SEV legislation is to give Councils the power to limit the number of clubs in their area.  

 
 

SEV Legislation 
Relevant aspects of Home Office guidance to SEV Legislation are highlighted below (our emphasis) 12:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Para 12, Schedule 3 of LGMPA referred to in the Guidance below can be viewed here11 

3.28		A	licence	may	be	refused	where:		

(c)	 the	number	of	 sex	 establishments,	 or	 of	 sex	 establishments	 of	 a	 particular	 kind	 ,	 in	 the	 relevant	
locality	at	the	time	the	application	is	determined	is	equal	to	or	exceeds	the	number	which	the	authority	
consider	is	appropriate	for	that	locality;		

(d)	that	the	grant	or	renewal	of	the	licence	would	be	inappropriate,	having	regard—		

(i)		to	the	character	of	the	relevant	locality;	or		

(ii)		to	the	use	to	which	any	premises	in	the	vicinity	are	put;	or		

(iii)		to	the	layout,	character	or	condition	of	the	premises,	vehicle,	vessel	or	stall	in	respect	of	which	
the	application	is	made.		

	

3.32		 Paragraph	 12(3)(c)	 and	 12(3)(d)	 of	 Schedule	 3	 allow	 appropriate	 authorities	 to	 refuse	
applications	 on	 grounds	 related	 to	 an	 assessment	 of	 the	 “relevant	 locality”.	 A	 licence	 can	 be	
refused	if	either,	at	the	time	the	application	is	determined	the	number	of	sex	establishments,	or	
sex	establishments	of	a	particular	kind,	in	the	relevant	locality	is	equal	to	or	exceeds	the	number	
that	the	authority	considers	appropriate	for	that	 locality;	or	that	a	sex	establishment	would	be	
inappropriate	 having	 regard	 to	 the	 character	 of	 the	 relevant	 locality,	 the	 use	 to	 which	 any	
premises	in	the	vicinity	are	put	or	the	layout,	character	or	condition	of	the	premises.	Nil	may	be	
the	appropriate	number.	

  11. The Right to Limit the Number of Strip Clubs 

As long as the Council has: 

1. Determined the appropriate number of clubs based on what is appropriate for the area 
2. Has done this in a reasonable manner  
3. And has a policy that allows for consideration of individual applicants  

 
There are no legal grounds for challenge 
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Key to this guidance is the meaning of ‘relevant locality’. The licensing act and its guidance deliberately 
leave it to the discretion of local authorities to determine ‘what is appropriate’ or ‘what constitutes a local 
area’. The Council does not need to define this (but may if it wishes). The only criteria, is that this does not 
blatantly over reach (eg by defining the local vicinity as within a 200 mile radius!). This is detailed again in 
Home Office Guidance 12. 

The meaning of ‘the vicinity’ is deliberately not set but according to licensing expert Philip Kolvin 30 in the 
case of pubs, this is generally taken to mean ‘100-200 metres or so’. In the case of SEVs he expects it to 
be greater. Indeed Camden Council has set the ‘vicinity’ to mean 250 metres 28. 

 

Prior Case Law  
 

Case Law has long confirmed Local Councils’ right to refuse sex establishment licenses based on locality.  
This is directly relevant as this is the legislation (LGMPA section 3) into which SEV licensing was 
incorporated. 
 
Long before strip clubs were brought into line with other sex establishments, it had been established that 
Local Councils have wide discretion for refusing the licensing of sex venues based on locality. This right 
has been upheld in the courts, cementing the concept that it is up to the Council and the Council alone to 
determine what is appropriate for the locality and that this cannot be appealed. The Court of Appeal 
specifically ruled on this [para 12(3) c) and d) of the LGMPA which is equivalent to 3.28 (c) and d) of SEV 
legislation] 29: 

 

The lack of legal right to challenge such a decision is confirmed by licensing expert, Philip Kolvin 30: 

 
Further case law on Sex Establishment licensing is provided in another Court of Appeal 31: 

  

[they]	relate	to	planning	matters,	which	are	matters	for	the	local	authority	and	the	local	authority	alone.	Their	
sole	eminence	in	this	position	is	made	clear	by	the	effect	that	no	appeal	to	the	magistrates	lies	in	relation	to	an	
adverse	finding	on	either	of	those.	These	matters	are	entirely	a	matter	of	judgment	for	the	local	authority.	

There	 is	no	appeal	 form	a	 licensing	 authority’s	 decision	under	 the	 “locality	 grounds”	which	 gives	 a	 licensing	
authority	considerable	leeway	to	make	decisions	using	their	own	perception	of	the	needs	of	their	area.	The	only	
challenge	is	then	on	rationality	grounds	in	the	High	Court,	a	route	which	is	difficult	to	pursue.	

The	Court	of	Appeal	expressly	confirmed	the	proposition	that	the	local	authority	might	adopt	a	policy	for	the	
determination	of	applications.		
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Under SEV legislation, Local Councils have always had the right to set a limit of zero strip 
clubs. If done appropriately, there is no legal ground for challenge. Under PSED legislation it is 
almost impossible for a Council to be applying equality legislation and not set a zero limit. 

 

SEV Legislation 
 
It is perfectly within Council’s rights to introduce a ‘nil’ policy on strip clubs ie a policy that states that the 
number of appropriate SEVs is zero. The only stipulation is that Councils must always consider applications 
and that the policy was arrived at appropriately (eg because of consideration of the nature of the locality). 
 
Home Office Guidance states quite clearly 12: 

 

SEV Licensing expert, Philip Kolvin, goes so far as to say a zero policy can be so tightly evolved that it in 
effect becomes a rule that cannot be broken 32: 

 
Kolvin further states 33 

And 34 
 

 

3.32 Nil may be the appropriate number.   

3.35 Therefore, it is reasonable and potentially useful to future applicants, for a local authority 
to decide in advance of receiving any applications that certain areas are, or are not, appropriate 
locations for a sex establishment or a particular number of sex establishments. 

 
One option for policy is to state that the appropriate number in a particular locality is zero and that 
the policy is intended to be strictly applied, except in genuinely exceptional circumstances. The 
policy ought to justify such a course, for example by reference to the status of the locality as a 
...residential area... Of course, an authority may not reject an application without considering it, even 
where it breaches a zero policy. 

 

 

Lord Reid had said that an authority may evolve a policy so precise that it could well be called a rule; 
and there could be no objection to that provided that the authority was always willing to listen to 
anyone with something new to say. ... In other words, there is no rule against closed policies - the 
rule is against closed minds.” 

…the provision gives the authority a high degree of control, even amounting to an embargo, on sex 
licences or particular types of sex establishment, within particular localities. The width of the 
discretion is consolidated by the absence of any appeal against a refusal on this ground 

12. The Right to Set a Zero Limit 
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Prior Case Law   
 
This right has been backed up by case law regarding sex establishments where Judicial decisions 
have recognised the legitimacy of passing a ‘nil’ resolution 35:  

 
 

 

The PSED 
 
Further if Councils wish to avoid the legal challenge (and bad press) Sheffield City Council was subjected 
to, it must properly consider equality law.  Given what is known of SEVs and their hugely adverse impact on 
equality (which occur regardless of any ‘licensing conditions’ in place) it becomes inconceivable that 
licensing such a venue can ever be compatible with Councils’ legally binding equality duties. 
 
In the words of Human Rights expert Louise Whitfield of Deighton Pierce, Glynn on the licensing of strip 
clubs 36: 
 

 
 
  
 
  

 “The reason put forward by the committee, as adopted by the council, for the nil determination for 
the Gresham Street locality, namely the proximity of certain public buildings and shops of particular 
attraction to children, and of places of worship, appears to me to represent a rational ground for 
making and adhering to a nil determination: indeed it is just the sort of assessment that a local 
authority is best able to judge”.  

	

a	local	authority	..	must	look	long	and	hard	at	the	adverse	impact	on	gender	equality	of	letting	such	an	
enterprise	exist	at	all	..	Otherwise	it	will	be	acting	unlawfully	and	will	be	subject	to	legal	challenge.	
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There are numerous examples of how Councils have phrased their SEV licensing policy to 
adopt a zero cap. 
 
 
 

Other Relevant Strategies 

When licensing the sex industry a Council must justify how this is compatible with any Equality and 
Diversity, Corporate, Cultural or other Strategies it may have in place. 

Philip Kolvin QC 37 advises that SEV policy should be compatible with the overarching aims of the Local 
Authority, including its regard for gender equality 38:		

 
 
As such, a great many Councils recognise strip clubs as incompatible with their business, corporate or 
cultural strategies. Some examples are given below: 
	
Guildford	SEV	Policy:	

 

Leeds SEV Policy: 

Leeds emphasises its drive to promote a child-friendly city. At an earlier point in its policy it also 
acknowledges its high cultural and ethnic minoirty population :  

 

 

	

5.9	 The	 Council	 has	 taken	 account	 of	 its	 own	 corporate	 strategies	 and	 priorities	 as	 represented	 by	 its	
Corporate	 Plan	 2013-2016,	 Visitor	 Strategy	 and	 Economic	 Strategy.	 The	 council	 believes	 that,	 in	 taking	
these	strategies	into	consideration,	SEVs	are	not	in	accordance	with	a	culturally	rich	and	diverse	Borough.	
In	particular	SEVs	tend	not	to	be	inclusive	facilities,	appeal	only	to	a	narrow	sector	of	the	community	and	
are	unlikely	to	enhance	the	cultural	reputation	of	the	borough.	

	

"It	would	be	helpful	for	the	policy	to	state	what	are	the	overarching	objectives	of	the	authority	in	licensing	sex	
establishments...	 This	 may	 include,	 for	 example,	 considerations	 of	 gender	 equality	 ...The	 policy	 might	 also	
establish	how	 its	aims	cohere	with	other	corporate	aims	of	 the	authority...	The	 idea	 is	 to	give	 the	 reader	a	
sense	of	what	really	matters	to	the	authority	in	terms	of	its	objectives,	and	how	the	policy	sits	within	its	wider	
aspirations	for	the	area".	

7.9		The	Council	has	taken	account	of	its	own	corporate	strategies	and	priorities	as	represented	by	its	Vision	for	
Leeds	2011	to	2030,	Leeds	Unitary	Development	Plan,	Violence	Against	Women	Strategy	and	Child	Friendly.	
The	council	believes	that,	in	taking	these	strategies	into	consideration,	SEVs	are	not	in	accordance	with	a	
culturally	rich	and	diverse	city.	In	particular	SEVs	tend	not	to	be	inclusive	facilities,	appeal	only	to	a	narrow	
sector	of	the	community	and	are	unlikely	to	enhance	the	cultural	and	child	friendly	reputation	of	the	city.		

13. How to Introduce a Zero Policy  
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Nil Cap Policies  
A number of local authorities have designed appropriate forms of wording for their nil cap policy. Some 
examples are provided below: 
 

Leeds SEV Policy 

 

Hackney Draft SEV Policy: 

 
 

 
Swansea 

 
 
Coventry: 

 
Winchester:  
  

 “While each application will be dealt with on its own merits, this policy gives prospective 
applicants an early indication as to whether their application is likely to be granted or not and creates 
a presumption that that any application for a sex establishment outside of the city centre area and 
any application for a sex entertainment venue in the city centre area will normally be refused. It 
also provides prospective applicants with details of what is expected of them should an application 
be made.” 

 “The Council has conducted a widespread public consultation on a proposed nil policy for the city. 
The majority of respondents agreed that there is no locality in Coventry of which it can be said that 
SEVs are appropriate. These considerations, among others set out in the policy, have led the Council 
to the clear opinion that there are no localities in Coventry in which it is appropriate to license a 
Sexual Entertainment Venue. This does not prevent individuals from applying for a Sexual 
Entertainment Venue Licence and each application being considered on its merits by the 
Licensing & Regulatory Committee.” 

 “The Council's vision is to achieve balanced, sustainable communities and neighbourhoods to 
enable a good quality of life for all. In consultation with its partners it has developed and adopted a 
number of strategies, policies and plans that set out how we mean to achieve this vision and it is the 
Council's view that the granting of sex establishment licences would undermine the said 
vision.” 

7.10	The	 council	 has	 had	 due	 regard	 to	 the	 need	 to	 advance	 equality	 of	 opportunity	 between	 men	 and	
women.	 It	 considers	 that	 the	 presence	 of	 SEVs	 in	 any	 locality	 of	 Leeds	 will	 not	 advance	 equality	 of	
opportunity	 of	 women	 workers	 or	 residents.	 It	 recognizes	 that	 a	 nil	 per	 locality	 policy	 may	 reduce	 the	
employment	 opportunities	 for	 dancers.	 However	 is	 also	 recognises	 that	 those	 working	 in	 SEVs	 are	 often	
peripatetic	 and	 self-employed	 and	 will	 retain	 the	 opportunity	 to	 find	 employment	 as	 performers	 in	 other	
venues	in	Yorkshire	or	in	other	roles	in	the	entertainment	industry.	The	council	believes	that,	on	clear	balance,	
in	gender	equality	terms,	its	policy	is	both	supportable	and	correct.		

Sexual	 Entertainment	 Venues]	 contradict	 and	 undermine	 [the	 Borough	 of	 Hackney’s]	 stated	 aims	 and	
exacerbate	 the	 challenges	 it	 faces	 in	 bringing	 about	 positive,	 genuinely	 sustainable	 characterful	 and	 thriving	
neighbourhoods	which	support	the	need	and	principle	of	upskilling	its	population	and	closing	the	education	gap	
across	its	communities	
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Refusing to license or relicense strip clubs is not a breach of human rights. By contrast, the 
very licensing of SEVs can be viewed as a breach of equality law and human rights 39. In 
addition there has never been a successful legal challenge by a strip clubs against a 
Council for refusing a license 40. 
 
 
One argument consistently used by the sex industry lobby and given weight by many councils is that 
denying SEV licenses or relicensing or setting a limit/zero limit is a breach of the human rights of the 
applicant (or his workers).  

 

The power of local authorities to restrict and even set a nil policy for Sexual Entertainment Venues has also 
been validated in human rights terms by licensing expert Philip Kolvin 41 : 

	
Guidance by human rights law expert Dr James Harrison, Director of the Centre for Human Rights in 
Practice at the University of Warwick, confirms that refusal to renew is not a breach of human 
rights law.42    

The importance of allowing public bodies to exercise their authority has been reflected in two licensing 
cases 43,44: 

 

 

Fear of legal challenge by the strip industry seems to be 
significant driving factor in Councils rubber stamping licensing 
applications in a highly undemocratic and anti-equalities 
manner. However, there have been no successful court cases 
taken against Councils for not granting strip club licences 40. 

  

 

Where a rational decision has been taken by the licensing authority in accordance with the 
principle of the statute, it is most unlikely that the decision will be held to have been a 
disproportionate interference with human rights. 

These	cases	emphasise	that	if	the	authority	acts	in	an	honest,	reasonable	and	proper	manner	then	the	decision	is	
considered	prima	 facie	 by	 a	 reviewing	 court	 to	be	 the	one	 to	which	 they	 should	hold	unless	 there	 are	 other	
good	reasons	for	this	not	to	be	the	case,	such	as	some	impropriety.		
 

However, even before the SEV license was introduced, the Minister of the Crown in charge of the Bill 
made a written statement that the new law, including the provision to set nil policies, was 
compatible with the Human Rights Act 1998.   

14. Curtailing the Strip Trade is not Anti-Human Rights  
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Councils almost invariably view concerns about the strip trade – or any move they might make to 
restrict it - as based on ‘morality’ and therefore legally unsound.  

However, the reverse is true. Councils are breaching the law if objections are dismissed as moralistic 
or if they deem restriction of the trade as driven by morality. Two legal cases now underline this 45 

 

The Morality Red Herring 
 
Home Office guidance to SEV Licensing (paragraph 3.23) 12 states that: 

 

There is a frequently perpetuated concept that any and all objections to strip club are based on ‘moral 
grounds’. This has given the green light to dismiss all objections as ‘moral’ and therefore irrelevant. It has 
also been used to great effect by strip club operators and their supporters to intimidate or confuse Local 
Authorities into granting and re-granting licenses.  

Unfortunately, this is aggravated by the fact that the meaning of ‘moral’ is not defined in statute. 

 

 

Expert Advice 
 

Licensing expert, Philip Kolvin refers to historical distancing of decision-making from choices based on: ‘a 
moral view as to the juxtaposition of sex and other community uses’  

but suggests that: ‘In a modern context, therefore, for ‘morality’ read ‘community values’, ‘a less loaded 
concept altogether’ (p. x).46   

 

 

 

 

 

	

Objections	should	not	be	based	on	moral	grounds/values’		

	

Kolvin	makes	 it	clear	that	 it	 is	a	 fundamental	guiding	principle	that	communities	should	be	able	to	
exercise	choice	about	the	number	(if	any)	of	sex	establishments	in	their	locality	based	on	their	own	
values,	 i.e.	 the	 subjective	 values	 of	 the	 people	 in	 the	 community,	 in	 their	 full	 range	 and	 variety,	
rather	than	having	these	diverse	considerations	dismissed	as	invalid	‘moralising.’	

 
15.  Breach of Equality Law – Ignoring Concerns as ‘Moral’	
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Prior Case Law 
 

The ‘morality’ issue was dealt with even before SEV licensing existed with regard to the LGMPA into which 
SEV licensing is incorporated.  Even in a case where a claimant argued that they could object to a sex shop 
on ‘moral’ grounds, the Judge demonstrated that their objection was based on ‘appropriateness of locality’ 
and ‘local sensitivities’ rather than morality and so their case was upheld 47 as the Judge explains: 

 

 

  

Mr Holland has suggested that the provisions of paragraph 12(3)(c) and (d) do enable the authority and 
the Court to take account of what he has called the “moral case against the activities” but, in my 
judgment, it does no such thing. What it entitles the Local Authority to do is to have regard to the 
character of the relevant locality and, no doubt, to take into account, if it be the case, that there is a 
strong body of feeling in the locality which objects to the existence of a sex shop in the locality.  

Equally, paragraph (d) makes plain that, in addition to the character of the relevant locality, the use to 
which any premises in the vicinity are put is also a relevant consideration. Thus, for example, it may be 
perfectly reasonable to refuse a license for a sex shop which is in the vicinity of a school or some 
religious building. That is a recognition that sex shops may attract a particular clientele whose presence 
may not be considered desirable in some areas and that is something again which can be taken into 
account, but it has nothing to do with the morality of sex shops as such.  

It is the effect on the locality and those living near by which has been taken into account and that 
is the distinction which is drawn.  

This is How Councils typically breach the PSED: www.notbuyingit.org.uk/Councils 
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The harm of strip clubs does not need to be proven or even demonstrated in order to be 
taken into consideration. In fact, failure to recognise this harm puts councils at risk of legal 
breach of their equality duties. 
 

Not only do councils have the right to decide on SEV licensing policy and individual licenses but under SEV 
legislation, there is no onus on the Council to demonstrate the harm of this branch of the sex 
industry when making this decision. 

In the preface to his book, Sex Licensing the authoritative guide to sex licensing, Phillip Kolvin QC refers to 
the aims of Parliament in creating legislation on strip club licensing 48 as being based on:  

 

 

Reliance on ‘Non PSED Compliant’ Research  
 

Unfortunately much of the research used by Councils to inform their SEV decisions is from demonstrably 
biased pro-sex industry advocates. Without fail, these researchers dismiss all concerns over the strip 
industry as ‘moralistic ideology’. However, if Councils dismiss such harm-based evidence and concerns as 
moralistic, they will be in breach of the PSED. Councils must take great care when listening to the opinions 
of such researchers. 

  

	

‘…	a	 conviction	that	communities	 should	have	a	 choice	as	to	how	many,	 if	any,	sex	establishments	
should	be	in	their	locality,	and	that	it	should	not	be	necessary	for	such	communities	to	demonstrate	
harm	in	order	to	win	an	exercise	of	discretion	in	their	favour.’		

16.  Breach of Equality Law – Not Considering Harm 

How Councils are Wrongfully Dismissing Harm: www.notbuyingit.org.uk/Councils 
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Despite treating women in a deeply exploitative, anti-equalities manner, the industry has 
often held up ‘equality concerns’ as a reason to endorse its licensing.  
 
 
The ‘Arguments’ 
 

These include arguments such as: 
 

• ‘You’ll put women out or work if you close clubs’  
• ‘It’s pro-equalities to license strip clubs in a ‘regulated’ environment or it will go underground’ 
• ‘Female staff are in groped in pubs and bars just as much as in strip clubs’ 
• ‘Women are harassed outside night clubs and other venues just as much as outside strip clubs’ 
• ‘Our CCTV and Security Guards means it is actually safer outside strip clubs than similar venues’ 

 
 
The Retorts 
 

These arguments are addressed in full in separate FAQ sheets, as referenced below, so we have only 
given headline responses here: 
 

 

You’ll Put Women Out of Work and into Poverty 
1. Lap dancers are itinerant, working in many different clubs and other work places 
2. Lap dancers are very capable young women, often with degrees, engaging and resilient. They are 

perfectly capable of finding work elsewhere (with proper pay and conditions) 
3. We call on all Councils to provide an exit plan for lap dancers to enable this 
4. By this logic we shouldn’t close down allow sweat shops, as they ‘keep women in work’ 
5. Lap dancing actually can keep women in poverty, with uncertain, often low pay  

 
 

Stripping will ‘go Underground’ 
1. The licensed industry already operates like an unregulated underground business 
2. This is not a rationale argument, if clubs go underground they are illegal and if punters can find them 

so can the authorities and shut them down. 
3. By that reckoning nothing should be illegal as it will just ‘go underground’ 
4. This argument usually references ‘private parties’. A party is not an unlicensed strip clubs and will 

happen regardless 
5. It is actually the licensed sex trade that drives private parties and any underground market 
6. Are performers incapable of any other work and their only option is ‘private parties’? 
7. Even pro-sex industry academics recognises that the industry is driven by the supply of lap dancers 

rather than an unlimited demand for strippers 
 

 

Staff are Groped Everywhere 
Harassment in any other workplace is deemed unacceptable. it is part of the job in lap dancing 

 
Women are Harassed Outside Other Venues 

Of course women can be harassed anywhere, but common sense (and a large body of research) shows 
this greatly amplified outside strip clubs, to the extent of creating ‘no go’ zones  

 
Women are Safer Outside Strip Clubs  

Strip clubs create areas of real or perceived harassment regardless of CCTV, security guards or any 
other measures to prevent this. 

  17. ‘Fake’ Equality Arguments 
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There are a number of other highly pertinent legal considerations when licensing the strip 
industry – from its potential breach of employment law to its routine serving of alcohol to 
intoxicated customers. Does any Council want to promote such practices? 

 
 

Breach of Employment Law? 

Stringfellow went to court three times to ensure lap dancers had no employment rights including, no 
guarantee of any earnings at the end of a shift 49. Since then, however, a successful case against Pimlico 
Plumbers has demonstrated that if ‘self employment’ carries a raft of conditions (as for lap dancers) than it 
very probably isn’t ‘self employment’ at all 50. At the same time the Government is re-examining the ‘gig’ 
economy and its lack of employment rights.  

 
Inciting Tax Evasion 

A substantive number of women in the strip industry do not pay taxes, often because clubs do not make it 
clear that it is their responsibility to do so. With all the rules, regulations and fines clubs slap on dancers, 
many performers simply will not know, or believe, they are deemed ‘self employed. This means performers 
are put into a situation where they are may be committing tax evasion.  

 

Sale of Alcohol to the Intoxicated 

Local authorities must adhere to Section 141 of the Licensing Act 2003 51. This makes it an offence to sell, 
or attempt to sell, alcohol to a person who is drunk, or to allow alcohol to be sold to such a person.  

However there have been repeated reports of sale of alcohol to intoxicated customers 52. Whilst countless 
testimonies from lap dancers reveal that this is as the ‘modus operandi’ of the industry. A drunk man will 
part with far more cash than a sober one so there is strong motivation to encourage excessive drinking.  

A drunk customer also poses far more of a threat to lap dancers, heightening the expectation of, and 
coercion for, sex acts 53. Hence allowing the excessive consumption of alcohol to men in the highly 
sexualised environment of a strip club, is also a breach of local authorities equality duties. 

Drunk, sexually aroused men clearly also pose more of a threat to women outside of clubs – whether in the 
vicinity or further afield – setting the scene for public disorder offences, harassment, flashing, stalking or 
assault. 

It should also be noted that drinking, often to the point of drunkenness, by lap dancers is also rife within the 
industry8 (partly for ‘Dutch courage’, partly to alleviate boredom). This is a breach of standard employment 
conditions. 

 

Drugs, Drug Dealing, Drink Spiking 

Other illegal activities have also been widely reported in strip clubs. These include drug taking, drug dealing 
and even drink spiking of customers 52, 53.  

 18.   Other Considerations 
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This briefing exposes the reality of the strip industry and how all attempts to ‘regulate’ it are futile. 
 
It demonstrates that councils have the aboslute right to limit the number of strip clubs in its jurisdriction. This 
includes the right to refuse to grant license, to refuse license renewals and to introduce a ‘zero limit’ on the 
number of clubs. 
 
 
It also demonstrates Councils’ legally binding duty to uphold equality law and how it is inconceivable that 
licensing the strip trade is compatible with this. 
 
 
We urge all councils to ensure they understand their rights and duties and to cease licensing the strip 
industry. 
 
 
In addition we urge all Coucnils to support women out of the sex trade with appropriate exit strategies. 
These could include help with filling gaps in the CV (as ‘lap dancer’ is not deemed an appropriate 
occupation); mental health support; help with apprenterships or finding other suitable, flexible work or 
training. 
 
 
It should be acknowledged that women in lap dancing are typically extremely capable (many juggle other 
work, studies or child care with stripping), bright (1/3 are students) and resilient (a key quality for operating 
in the strip clubs environment). They will also be outgoing and engaging (since a large part of the work 
involves interacting with customers) and young and attractive (which, rightly or wrongly, tends to help on the 
job-seeking front). 
 
 
Given record levels of unemployment and that many industries are already contending with Brexit staffing 
shortages this is an ideal opportunity to match women from lap dancing to such industries. 
 
Supporting women into non-exploiative, paid work is also cost effective for any Council. It means women 
will be in work where they are far more likely to be paying taxes (often not the case in the strip industry) and 
it avoids the very costly mental health or social support women are likely to need if they remain in the sex 
trade. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

19. In Conclusion 
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